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Have you ever wondered about the enigmatic stories concealed within the depths
of our planet's history? Look no further, as we delve deep into the captivating
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work of Charles Berlitz and the astonishing mysteries from forgotten worlds that
he unraveled for us! In this article, we will explore some of his most intriguing
discoveries that will leave you in awe and ignite your imagination.

1. The Atlantis Enigma

One of Charles Berlitz's most famous works was "The Lost Continent of Atlantis,"
where he extensively researched and presented evidence supporting the
existence of this mythical civilization. Berlitz analyzed ancient texts, geological
findings, and legends from various cultures to make a compelling case for
Atlantis. Discover the mysteries behind its sudden disappearance and its
potential influence on other cultures throughout history.
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2. The Bermuda Triangle Phenomenon

Berlitz meticulously studied the eerie events that occurred within the Bermuda
Triangle, an area notorious for causing unexplained disappearances of ships and
planes. In his book "The Bermuda Triangle," Berlitz presents various theories,
including paranormal and extraterrestrial explanations for the phenomena.
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Explore the baffling instances of vanished vessels and the possible supernatural
forces at play.

3. The Ancient Astronauts

Berlitz delved into the controversial theory of ancient astronauts in his book "The
Gods from Outer Space." He examined evidence from ancient civilizations that
suggested contact with beings from other worlds. Discover astonishing artifacts
and enigmatic symbols that hint at the presence of extraterrestrial entities
throughout human history. Be prepared to question what you thought you knew
about the origins of our civilization.

4. Secrets of the Sunken Cities

In his exploration of underwater archaeology, Berlitz uncovered remarkable
stories of lost cities submerged beneath the seas. Through meticulous research
and analysis, he revealed the existence of magnificent ancient civilizations that
were thought to be mere legends. Dive into the depths to discover the mysteries
hidden beneath the waves and uncover the remnants of these once-thriving
cities.

5. Legends of Mysterious Creatures

Charles Berlitz also delved into the realm of cryptozoology in his book "Mysteries
from the Forgotten Worlds." He collected tales of legendary creatures such as the
Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot, and the Yeti. Through accounts of eyewitnesses and
historical records, Berlitz shed light on these elusive beings that continue to
captivate our imagination. Prepare to explore the uncharted territories and
uncover the truth behind these mythical creatures.

6. The Unexplained Phenomena



From unexplained phenomena to inexplicable occurrences, Berlitz's book "The
Unexplained" covers a vast array of mysteries that defy rational explanation.
Delve into the stories of spontaneous human combustion, time slips, and psychic
phenomena. Berlitz challenges conventional wisdom and invites readers to
question their perception of reality.

Charles Berlitz's extensive research and thought-provoking books have ignited
our interest in the mysteries of forgotten worlds. He leaves us with more
questions than answers, urging us to explore the uncharted territories of our
planet's past. Whether you believe in ancient civilizations, underwater cities, or
enigmatic creatures, Berlitz's works will undoubtedly leave you with a sense of
awe and wonder.
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Mysteries From Forgotten Worlds investigates theories of lost civilisations and
knowledge, in classic Charles Berlitz style.

Mankind has always sought more knowledge of his ancestors. Our only clues to
life billions of years ago are mysterious monuments and archaeological finds
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such as Stonehenge, the Pyramids, the lost empire of Atlantis … and the writings
on tablets and caves, which can be so easily misinterpreted.

Was the so-called ‘dawn of civilisation’ really just a sad twilight — the dimly
recalled remnants of a former greatness?

First published in 1972, Mysteries From Forgotten Worlds puts forward the theory
that an advanced civilisation existed millions of years ago, and offers convincing
evidence that cannot be easily dismissed. It is essential reading for anyone
interested in popular science, science fiction and mystery, written by one of the
most famous authors in those genres.

Praise for Mysteries From Forgotten Worlds:

’His object is to piece together a jig-saw puzzle from remains of civilisations
which, he believes, were as advanced as ours, and vanished almost — but not
quite — without trace … He has amassed an enthralling theory’ - Evening News

‘If you are familiar with the work of people such as Charles Hapgood, Graham
Hancock, David Hatcher Childress or even some of the books written in the
1970s by Robert Charroux, Richard Mooney or Rene Noorbergen, you should like
this one too’ - Amazon review

Charles Berlitz (1914–2003) was an American author and businessman. A
grandson of Maximilien Berlitz, who founded the Berlitz Language Schools,
Charles was raised in a multi-lingual household and spoke eight languages
fluently. His written works were mainly concerned with paranormal and/or
unexplained phenomena: he wrote frequently about Atlantis and the Bermuda
Triangle, and believed that extra-terrestrials had visited Earth.
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